BDS-I

BDS/Interconnect
Ordering & Billing

Business Data Services - Interconnect (BDS-I) :
Wireless Backhaul
CDG’s BDS-I has everything you need to effectively and accurately bill wireless
backhaul. Major ILECs, CLECs, and broadband providers are already utilizing our system
to tap into this more than $20 billion dollar industry. With our wealth of support and
knowledge in handling special, dedicated access and more than 12 years of experience in
billing for Wholesale services, we can help you maximize your wireless backhaul billing
revenues.
Wireless backhaul is an integral part of the cellular
network and a more than $20 billion industry that
will continue to rise as the demand for high speed
wireless access and data transport increases and 5G
buildout commences. Providing and billing wireless
backhaul is an opportunity for almost anyone to
increase their revenue streams, from traditional ILECs
to CLEC wholesalers and broadband providers. Of
course, having the infrastructure to provide wireless
backhaul services is just one of the key components to
tapping this market. You also need to be able to define
the rating structures and discount plans, maintain
the necessary contracts, and produce the necessary
records in order to bill it properly.

MECHANIZED & INDUSTRY STANDARD CABS
BILLS
Prevent unnecessary disputes by creating access bills
that conform to C/BOS industry standards for accuracy
and verification in a variety of bill output formats.

MULTIPLE RATING STRUCTURES
Bill different rate structures, tariffs, rates, and billing
percentages without performing multiple bill processes.

FLEXIBLE DISCOUNT PLANS
Develop custom, variable discount plans for every
situation.

CARRIER CONTRACTS
Most companies with the capacity to provide wireless
backhaul services are limited either because they can
only create non-mechanized bills that can’t be verified
or audited or because their current system cannot
provide the rating flexibility and CRM capabilities
needed to secure contracts with carriers. CDG’s
mechanized BDS-I billing system solves all these
issues, allowing you the ability to create multiple
rating structures, develop flexible discount plans, set
up carrier contracts, and produce industry-standard
bills. We are already providing wireless backhaul
billing services for several major telecommunications
companies. Contact us to find out how BDS-I can help
you maximize your wireless backhaul billing revenues.

Effectively create and maintain your contracts with
wireless providers.

AUTOMATED RECORD UPLOAD
Upload circuit information and other backhaul related
information through BDS-I’s mechanized Service Order
Interface option.
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